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Dawn Lester & David Parker – Do Germs Make Us Ill? - Disease as Healthy Detoxification

Dr. Will Tuttle:
This is Dr. Will Tuttle, and I'm thrilled to have with us here on The Worldwide Vegan Summit
for Truth and Freedom, two amazing people who have written one of the most significant books
about health that I've seen in quite a while. They are from England and it's Dawn Lester and
David Parker. They have technical backgrounds in accountancy and electrical engineering,
respectively. Their aptitude for logic and analysis proved extremely useful in their 10-year
investigation of the real nature and causes of human illness, because it was free from the dogma
and biases inherent within the medical establishment system. Their unbiased and logical
approach has enabled them to follow the evidence with open minds and to discover the flawed
information promulgated by the medical establishment. This is revealed in their acclaimed book,
What Really Makes You Ill Why Everything You Thought You Knew About Disease Is Wrong.
I have had this book now for quite a few months. It's a big book, good 700 pages, and I've been
working my way through it. And I have to say, it's very revealing about what's really happening
in our world, especially today with the pandemic, and what's been going on for quite a while. I
would like to go ahead now and ask a question of our guests, Dawn Lester and David Parker.
And we'll go ahead and get started there, vegans and their researchers. And so I'd like to just start
out by asking you wonderful people, if you could just tell us a little bit about how you decided to
move toward a vegan plant-based way of eating and living, and how you have found that in your
research to be of benefit for health, for our physical health and maybe in the larger picture, the
health of the environment. I think it'd be great to hear.
David Parker:
Okay. No, that's fine. We can do that because Dawn and I, as you say, are both vegans and
before that we were vegetarians. I've certainly been plant based nearly all my life, and I'm 71
now, so that's quite a long time. So, obviously we know that that diet works, and we've remained
healthy all of that time. We don't have the normal symptoms that most people have. We don't
have colds, we don't have flu, we don't have any of the types of illnesses, and we attribute that to
our diet. But we were vegans long before we started to write about and discover and research the
health topics that we'd put in our book. We always knew that it was a healthy way to live. And
we always knew that it was the most ethical way to live, of course. But as we spent the 10 years
researching the book to find out what really made people ill, we realized that it worked perfectly
hand in glove with that, because we realized that one of the main factors as to why people got ill
was incorrect nutrition.
And of course, we know as we researched more and deeply into a vegan diet, that done correctly,
you can get all the nutrition you need and the correct levels of nutrition we always recommend to
people, because in these days now where you can go to your supermarket and buy packets of
food, which has got vegan on it, and we recommend to people that doesn't mean you are going to
be a healthy vegan, or have a healthy diet. You need fresh food, you need unprocessed food,
really. And we always recommend in short for it to be whole food, organic and plant based.
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That's the sort of key factors. We talk about four factors in our book as to what we found made
people ill, where the majority of sickness comes from.
And one of those factors, the main factor was diet. It was nutrition. So, unbeknown to us at the
time, all those years ago, being vegans was exactly the right way to go. And then as we
investigated medically, what made people ill of course, we realized that was a very, very much a
key factor that we'd been doing all along anyway. It does appear in the book because we did
further investigations in that, and realized just, one, is how crucial it was to healthy living, but
also it fulfilled all the ethical requirements because it became quite obvious to us that you don't
need to eat meat or animal products to be healthy. In fact, they can be mostly unhealthy.
Then you're left with the ethics of it, and it's not ethical when you don't need to slaughter
animals, then you can't justify doing it. Why would you want to do it when you don't need to do
it? And so, it all came together very nicely as a way of life with good sound scientific and ethical
reasons as to why people are better off being vegans. And it was as simple as that really.
Dawn Lester:
I was just going to say we also discovered that many people who were, shall we say, natural
healers helping their patients restore health, did so through putting them, or getting them to
actually have a plant-based diet. And so, a lot of serious health conditions were reversed through
changing their diet, people changing their diet to eating plant foods. It was so obvious to us that
the, not just it's the right way to eat, but it can actually change people's ill health into becoming
healthier. So it was able to be a healing mechanism as well. And obviously there's, as David said,
the ethical side of not abusing animals, shall we say? And there's a lot of that within the medical
establishment system of how they treat animals in the experiments as well. So, there's a lot
involved, not just eating animals, but how the animals are treated within the medical system.
Dr. Will Tuttle:
Right. Well, thank you. That's a great foundation. We have the interconnectedness you're talking
about basically of our physical health and the toxins in the food, which make us sick. And if it's
not organic, if it's processed and then of course the pesticide herbicide, fungicide residues that
end up in the environment in our water and air, your book is all about that. And how our food
and our water and air and everything ends up in our body. So, you've been able to not only to
live this for all these years, but to do the research to show at a deeper level, something that I
think that many people, especially, I think vegans are unaware of, which is the depth of... Which
is really what I wanted to get into here in our interview... The depth to which we've been
deceived by the medical pharmaceutical industry over the last few decades, and maybe longer,
about the nature of disease.
Most people think that we are at the mercy of germs and viruses that are going to, if we're not
careful, they're going to attack us and we need to have pharmaceutical weapons in order to
protect us. I'd like you, if you could, to address this question, because this is something really
important. For example, I just recently posted an article about this, and a very committed vegan
said, "Well, that's all very good what you're saying," because I was talking about the corruption
of the pharmaceutical industry and the toxicity of pharmaceutical drugs, but she said, "But, the
truth of the matter is that viruses are deadly, and there's only one way to protect ourselves from
them, and that is vaccines. If we don't protect ourselves with vaccines, we are opening ourselves
up and we'll be sick. So it's very important for us to be vaccinated."
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Dr. Will Tuttle:
I would love to unpack that idea. So, can you talk a little bit about why people feel that way, and
what are the viruses and germs that we are so afraid of actually? And what is the real danger? I
know this is a big question, but if you could put this in on the part, like this is the basic
underlying modality that people have, I think.
David Parker:
Yeah. Yes. And I know that time is pressing for us, so I'll be brief because it's easy to forget that
we spent 10 years studying this. And, as you mentioned, the book's nearly 800 pages so we can't
compress that. But basically, it all stems from the germ theory, which goes back basically mostly
150 years when it really started to come into its own, which says that either bacteria or these
viruses cause the majority of diseases to afflict mankind.
Without going into too much to detail, we found because at that stage over 10 years ago, when
we first started this research, we believed the same as everyone else. We believed exactly what
you've just said, that germs of one sort or another attack us, make us ill and we either have to
apply various pharmaceutical products to make us well, or take vaccines to build up immunity so
that we can't be attacked by these germs at some stage in the future.
That's what we believed over 10 years ago because that's what we'd always been taught at school
and college, and everyone believed that. So, it was a great shock to us, and I do mean that, when
we started the research to eventually find out that none of those things were true. And that's
really why the title of the book is, What Really Makes You Ill, and Why Everything You Thought
You Knew About Disease Is Wrong. Because that's where we were when we started. It was a big
shock. So that's why we spent 10 years looking at every detail. And so we, again cutting a long
story short, we looked into to try and find the scientific proof that either bacteria or these socalled viruses could be scientifically proved to cause a disease, any disease. And we looked at a
great number of them, many of them, which we write about in the book.
And we took it right back to basics. We looked at virology, what do virologists do? How do they,
or even can they, prove that a virus has been shown to cause a disease? And the short answer to
it is, no they can't, and their procedures are completely flawed. And this is coming more to the
forefront with people like Dr. Stefan Lanka, who was trained as a virologist, he's a
microbiologist, but I think many people have heard of him, and he's been doing some of the
things that virologists never do, which is control experiments to try and show that there is some
scientific proof between, by the results that they put out. And we've talked to Dr. Lanka a
number of times, and we've followed what he's doing with these experiments, and it's quite easy
to see that what virologists do is very flawed, and doesn't prove anything.
And this is what we were finding. In line with that, we also looked for the scientific papers
because naturally if someone discovers a virus, or a new disease or something like that, they
write up a scientific paper and have it peer reviewed and published. So we thought, right, we'll
look for those scientific papers. And again, they are not there. And we've challenged anyone to
find them. And a number of well-known people like Professor Duesberg, Peter Duesberg, and in
his day, Kary Mullis, looked for these papers. And many others, Dr. Andy Kaufman, Dr. Tom
Cowan, Dr. Stefan Lanka; there are many doctors and qualified people, as well as ourselves who
looked for these scientific papers that are supposed to prove that either a bacteria or a virus is the
cause of a particular disease. And those papers are not there. There is no proof.
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And that goes right up to present day where this so-called coronavirus is supposed to be
rampaging around the world and causing mayhem. And again, there is no paper there to prove
that it's ever been isolated and categorized and shown to actually be the cause of the disease. So
we had to further then look at, or part of it, was to look at, well, what are these things that they're
calling viruses and blaming on all these diseases. And again, the short answer is they're just
particles, it's cellular debris, either cellular or tissue debris, so that when a cell breaks up, and
there's trillions of them as we know, in the body, and they die in their thousands, probably
millions every day. This is a part of the natural process.
Well, as the cell breaks up, the little bits and pieces are the cellular debris that I'm talking about.
And these are the things that were first looked at, back in the 1930s, when they first invented the
electron microscope and could actually see these tiny fragments, and they mistakenly thought
that they were an infectious agent that had attacked the body. Because at that time they believed
that the blood should be sterile and there's nothing in it, which of course, it's not. And these
fragments, they actually gave the false name of virus, because it comes from the Latin and just
meant a poison or a noxious substance, nothing to do with the particle. But they labeled them
viruses, and it stuck with it right to today. But these particles, and I'd rather call them that,
because even under scientific terms, they don't meet any of the requirements of a living thing.
Unlike bacteria, which are living, these particles are not.
For something to be classed scientifically as alive, it has to meet certain criteria, which it is, it
has to be able to eat, excrete, reproduce and have a certain minimum DNA. Well, these particles,
which they call viruses don't have any of those attributes, i.e., they're completely inert. And yet
the medical establishment, virologists in particular, blame all of this ever-growing plethora of
diseases on these inert particles without offering any scientific proof. And this is the crux of the
problem, where we are today, and the reason the world is being put through this tragic situation,
again, with no scientific basis for what they're doing. Now this is really what our book shows on
all the various viral diseases. So, that's the short answer.
Dawn Lester
Another point to emphasize really is, as you were saying before, or intimated before, that it's a
warfare model. And so everything is about attacking and defending, and we have to create
weapons to fight these alleged pathogens. We have to do, well not we, the pharmaceutical
industry has to create these products that can fight and kill and destroy. This is very much back
to the core of what we're looking at, which is very much a violent attitude towards life. And the
idea that vaccines are protective is a complete fallacy. I mean, vaccines, most of, well all of them
contain a variety of chemical products that are harmful to the body.
Dawn Lester:
And there is absolutely no evidence and never has been, that poison in the body can actually
produce health. It's a completely false model that these invisible particles attack our bodies, and
we have to have toxic chemicals to fight them back, to prevent or to fight back. So it's very much
the whole warfare model and it's completely false.
David Parker:
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Because one of the basic assumptions of the medical business, I'll call it that, is that the body has
what they've called an immune system. And this is the whole basis of vaccinations is that the
body has a thing called an immune system, which given a particular vaccination will cause the
body to produce antibodies, which will then float around in the system until one of these
fictitious viruses attacks the body, and these antibodies will then recognize it and swoop in and
destroy it. That's the basis of vaccination. But once you realize two things, one is that there are
no viruses to attack the body or bacteria for that matter. And that the body does not have an
immune system in the way that the medical establishment talks about. The body has what we
would prefer to call, the maintenance system, which again, we're back to correct nutrition and a
healthy way of living.
The body has a maintenance system, a repair system, so that when it comes into contact with
toxins or foreign material like that, it knows how to deal with it, and would have no use for a socalled immune system, because it knows and is never attacked by germs. So why would it have
an immune system? So it's a complete fallacy where you can see, as Dawn said, because there's
this huge, a very successful business model built up by the pharmaceutical companies to this
warfare model to kill germs. Once you take that away, and show the fallacy of the germ theory,
then they have nothing. There's nothing to kill. And once you realize that the body doesn't work
in the way that they've tried to tell us with this immune system that you can build up antibodies,
then you take away vaccinations as well.
The whole model that they have, as I said earlier, is not based on any scientific proof. And when
we looked back in history at all the different diseases, which are supposed to have been
eradicated by these wonderful vaccines, it's a complete fallacy. And we sometimes, we can't do it
today because we don't have them, we can show the graphs where all the normal diseases going
back into the 1800s, 1700s, that used to afflict mankind, smallpox and all of those things, were
all almost died out completely before they ever introduced vaccinations at all. And there's some
really good cases that we cite in our book. For instance, in the late 1800s, when in the UK, the
government actually mandated vaccination against smallpox, which was rife in the UK and high
mortality and morbidity. And they insisted that all infants were vaccinated against smallpox and
they kept this mandate in force for 40 years.
But in that period, there were still a rise in the cases of smallpox and a rise in deaths. So not only
did it not stop it, it actually kept increasing. And so, it shows that, one, is that the vaccination
program, even though they ran it for 40 years, so by that time, most adults in the entire
population had been vaccinated and yet it was doing nothing to protect them against smallpox.
And it wasn't until, as many doctors at the time had tried to insist, that you had to get rid of the
actual causes of smallpox, which was poor nutrition, poor housing, poor sanitation, unclean
water. All of these basic factors were the real cause of this so-called illness.
And there was another county town in England at the time, Leicester, I think it was, yes, which
refused to do the vaccination program. And instead, they attended to all of these things I've just
mentioned, to clean up, put in proper plumbing, sanitation, tend to the food and housing
conditions, and in their county smallpox disappeared almost completely. And yet there'd been no
vaccination program in that county at all. So, there's some real parallels to show that, one, is
vaccinations not only don't prevent or protect anyone, they actually cause harm and you attend to
the real problems and these diseases go away. And we found many instances of that.
Dr. Will Tuttle:
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Wow. Well, those are great examples. I think the average person listening to what you're saying,
their head is probably spinning because we're just deluged with this idea that viruses are the
enemy. And what you're saying is that they're not even alive. We know they're not alive, but
somehow, we have been given this idea that they're like these little terrorists, they're in there and
you got to defend. It kind of reminds me a little bit of... Here in the United States, we have the
Pentagon, which has this gigantic budget, and it's pretty well known I think among anyone who's
savvy at all, that they need to always create in the public mind, an enemy, so they can be sure to
have plenty of funding.
It's got to either be Russia or China or the terrorists or whatever it is. We got to keep feeding this
idea to the public that we do have an enemy, and we have to really immobilize our resources and
spend a lot more money to defend ourselves. And it seems like what you're saying is that there's
a similar dynamic going on with the pharmaceutical industry, and making sure that we're always
afraid so that we'll demand their services. I even heard, maybe you can comment on this, that for
example, there was an outbreak of micro encephalopathy in Brazil back a number of years ago,
and it was due to toxic chemicals that were spewed into the environment that were harming
women, and their babies were born with these terrible shrunken heads, but then they blamed it on
the Zika virus.
Dawn Lester:
Exactly. Yes, exactly. And that's one of the main strategies or tactics if you like, that if there is
something that happens that may be able to be shown to be caused by some company or an
industry, they'll try and blame it on some new virus, so that the attention is diverted away from
the real causes, is the real perpetrators, the real polluters of the environment. And there never
was any evidence that any virus can produce that kind of birth defect with the way the babies
were born. But it's certainly shown that the endocrine system is so delicate that it can be affected
quite seriously by toxic chemicals.
When a woman is pregnant and at certain stages of pregnancy, these effects can be quite
dramatic and drastic, to that extent. Again, like with the thalidomide situation, it was a drug
when it was used, but again... I mean that wasn't blamed on a virus for a change, but it's a typical
example of blaming these invisible enemies because it stops people from looking at the real
causes, and that's what people need to start looking at.
Dr. Will Tuttle:
Yeah. It seems really diabolically clever. You have a situation where you spew toxic chemicals
into the environment in order to kill pests of some kind, so-called pests, maybe from agriculture
and it causes terrible suffering to people and disease. And so, it does two things, number one,
now you've created a smoke screen, you say, "No, no, it wasn't that. It was a virus." Then you
create a market for even more poisons, so now you got to vaccinate. So the pharmaceutical
industry, which is really a branch of the chemical company, can put more chemicals and make
even more money, putting them in to people who've already been harmed by chemicals. It's
amazing that they... How do you think it's possible that they actually get away with this over and
over and over again? I'm just so curious. Why do you think it's possible for them to do this?
David Parker:
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It's because the pharmaceutical companies, as everyone knows, are hugely profitable and have
great pulling power with governments. People may have heard of the revolving door type of
system where people in government who ease the way for the business of pharmaceuticals, then
get rewarded with a very nice directorship in one of their companies, and so and so forth. And
this has been seen many times. So there's a very dark interconnection between the petrochemical
companies, the pharmaceutical companies and the medical companies. And they're very much
interrelated and all feed off one another, and look after one another to the detriment of the public.
We do talk about this in the book to an extent under the section about vested interests, because
it's when people understand how this mechanism works, they can see how this information is
kept away from the public. As someone once said, "You can't sue a virus, but you can sue a
petrochemical company." So it's much better to blame a virus, even though they never prove it,
but that's really the basis of it.
Dawn Lester:
Another point is also not just poisoning people. These chemicals that are put out into the
environment are also harming animals. And those animals, if they're then part of the food chain,
then they become the part of the problem for people as well. And in fact, antibiotics, which are
particularly toxic, are used far more prolifically in animals than they are for humans. But also,
that then creates a great deal of toxic waste through the sewage, and so the antibiotics and are
just rife throughout the environment. But that's not the only thing. Animals are also vaccinated,
farm animals, and even, I think, animals that are on organic farms still have to be submitted to
certain procedures. And of course, it all involves pharmaceuticals on the basis that they have to
kill germs to make the animals healthy. But of course, that's the complete opposite.
So, it's just everywhere. And again, if people are eating food, or animal food, then they need to
know that there could well be residues of the veterinary substances, products that are used.
They're not necessarily eliminated; they could end up in the food chain and into people's...
People take it into their own bodies.
David Parker:
The polio situation of many years ago is a prime example of how large sections of the public
around the world were poisoned by the fertilizers and insecticides and pesticides that were being
used. First of all, the farmers were spraying their crops, apples and vegetables with, I think it was
lead acetateDawn Lester:
Arsenate.
David Parker:
Lead arsenate was the first one, which is neurotoxic. Both of the components of it are neurotoxic.
And then eventually they stopped doing that and used DDT, which again is neurotoxic. And
those pesticides were used all during the period of when polio was rife. And of course, because
all of those things were neurotoxic that were causing paralysis, but again, they were blaming it
on a virus and Jonas Salk at the time eventually came up with a vaccine, of course, because the
establishment were ignoring the fact that it was poisons being sprayed on the food that was
actually causing this paralysis.
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So again, the pharmaceutical companies went into full swing with a vaccine, but it was shown
that Jonas Salk's vaccine was actually causing the symptoms of paralysis. And in 1977, I think it
was, he's on public record of admitting that his vaccine had actually caused the increase of
instance of polio in the United States. And so, this is again, exactly what you said, Will, they
cause a problem and poison vast amounts of people, refuse to take on board that it's poison that's
causing the problem, and try and blame a virus and then sell everyone a vaccine, or sell the
governments the vaccines, which actuallyDawn Lester:
And poison them even more.
David Parker:
And poison them even more, until eventually they found out and they have to make the changes.
Well, by that time, tens of thousands, if not hundreds of thousands of people have either been
maimed or killed by their procedures.
And we find this sort of tragedy time and time again as we look through the history over the last
150 years of what's been going off, and hence, our book, was as we felt and why we spent so
much time on it, because it was horrifying to us. We knew we had to get this information out so
that people could see exactly what was going off. And that's why there's 40 pages of references
in the back of the book. People can follow up on our sources. We're not making this stuff up.
This is real stuff, and they can see where all this information has come from.
Dr. Will Tuttle:
Wow. That's again... These are so empowering I think, for people to be aware of, because when
we think of polio, everybody says, "Oh, we're so grateful for the vaccine that saved everybody."
And what you're saying is, and I've seen this in the research I've done, not only in your book, but
elsewhere that these are toxic agricultural chemicals, as you're saying. And it's a switch, you just
switch it over, blame a virus. And when people try to speak out about this, one of the things that
you haven't touched on directly, but maybe it's good just in mention, what do you think... You
said there's this revolving door between governmental agencies and these industries, so they
become completely captured and corrupted by the industries over time.
But there's also the so-called philanthropic organizations, as well as the media. We have the
GAVI, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Wellcome Trust, all these philanthropic
organizations that are trying to help make people healthier in the world and to reduce disease,
giving money, and then we have the media, which is reporting on all this and controlling the
conversations that we're having. What role does the pharmaceutical chemical industry have in all
of that?
David Parker:
Well, of course, when you look into it, if anyone looks into it, and this is what we've tried to
show a little of in the vested interest, that all of these organizations are run by relatively small
number of people who all interact with one another to protect their business interests. And these
so-called philanthropic industries, like the Bill and Melinda Gates, when you look at what they're
doing and what they're promoting, on the face of it, it looks like they want to promote
medications for all, vaccines for everybody should be made available, as if it's a good thing. And
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of course, the general public not knowing the truth of it think, "Well, that's a good thing, that this
lovely man, Mr. Bill Gates, is wanting to make vaccinations available to all these poor people in
Africa and India and all over the world. How can you blame him for that?"
Well, you can certainly blame him for it when you realize that the stuff that he's putting out
through his organization is actually maiming and poisoning people. It does not instill health or
promote health in these people. And there's many cases where you can see this happen. And so
all of these so-called philanthropic companies just have vested interests in making money. There
are some darker agendas in it, which we may not have time to go into, but we're seeing one of
those dark agendas operating throughout the world now, with these very draconian measures that
have been taken on the back of a supposed virus, the coronavirus, which has never been proved
to exist and causing any disease.
And yet the whole world has been held to ransom over it by this same relatively small group of
people, which control, like the World Health Organization and organizations such as that, who
have great say in what countries in the world do. If the World Health Organization said there's a
pandemic, then all the world governments have to jump and work in lockstep and believe that
there's a pandemic. And when the WHO says, and these are the vaccinations, you've got to start
getting all the population vaccinated, again, they just jump to it without, it would seem, looking
into the science. No one gets to question it. When there's been a few brave souls, we weren't
going to name who have in some certain African countries, who've spoken out against it, and
said, "This isn't right, there's no science behind this." They mysteriously end up dead.
This is true stuff. This is not some made up stories, and people can check this out themselves. So
this is a very serious and deadly game that's been played out. And the people that are suffering
under it is the whole world population this time. So it really is very, very important that people
get themselves educated to find out what is truly going off, and how to actually live healthily
without pharmaceutical products, which they don't need. They will only poison them; they will
not make them well. And health, true health is very simple, it's very natural. And this is what we
try to say in the book, and one of the first steps is to eat a proper healthy diet. And as we've said,
we have found over the many years, decades, we found the vegan diet, true vegan diet, is the
healthiest diet.
And that's very simple. Eat simple, good, clean food. And that's your good start into being a
healthy person, and it's as simple as that.
Dr. Will Tuttle:
Thank you. I'm wondering if you can say a little bit more, we have a little bit of time left, and I
think this is somewhat empowering and important, about the situation that we have right now
with these particular injections that are being offered to people. And in many ways, people are
being coerced and being, in some cases, really forced into taking. We see now rollouts of
passports becoming more and more talked about and actually being enacted. When that happens,
then we find a whole apartheid situation where we have a division in society between people,
where we never had that kind of division before. I know I will never be vaccinated; I don't want
to take any of it. So, it's a situation where we see social fragmentation, and really the breaking
apart of family structures even, in many cases and employment situations.
But the actual vaccines or the substances in them, do you have anything to offer about what
people should be aware of and what could be side effects of these?
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David Parker:
Sure. Yeah. All our investigations over the many years, there is no vaccine. People only need to
know that no vaccine is either safe or effective. That's in a nutshell. There is no vaccine that's
ever been proved to be safe and effective. And this new one is no different. The only difference
is that it's got different components in it, and that's why they stopped calling it a vaccine, and
they started to... Because they knew, technically, they couldn't call it a vaccine. So, they started
to call it a jab or something else.
Dawn Lester:
Some people call it gene therapy, but again, it's not. It cannot be called a therapy either because it
doesn't promote anything that's therapeutic. But as David said, the components are very different.
But they certainly do include some toxic substances. And so the evidence that we are seeing is
that there are an awful lot of adverse health effects and deaths as the result of the vaccination.
And these statistics are even being accepted. But unlike other vaccines that, as David was saying
before, that are promoted as being able to prevent a disease, these vaccines... Because again,
there are four types, I believe... They are being promoted as just being able to maybe reduce the
symptoms, which is something completely different.
But the idea that there's genetic material, that there's messenger RNA in these vaccines has led to
certain ideas that they could end up genetically modifying people. And I think there's a lot of
information being spread around, that that's what's going to happen to people who've had these
injections, that they'll be genetically modified. But again, that's a slight misunderstanding about
how genes operate within the body as well, that they aren't the controlling factors, that the
genetic material in our body is controlled by other factors or they can be switched on and off.
That's through epigeneticsDavid Parker:
By the cells.
Dawn Lester:
Yes, and epigenetics. That's a slightly newer field of genetics. There's a lot of uncertainty around
what may happen because in many cases, these injections are still experimental. They're very
much experimental, nobody's performed any long-term studies, which is normally what happens
to any pharmaceutical product. There are long term studies to find out any adverse effects or any
long-term effects. Those studies haven't been performed. So nobody knows the long term effects,
but there is a lot of fear-mongering about what they may do, but nobody truly knows what they
do. Except we're starting to see that these vaccinations are certainly harmful. They are causing a
great deal of injury and a variety of different adverse effects. And it's a whole range. It's not just
a few different types of injuries that are being caused, it's actually quite a wide range.
David Parker:
And there's been all sorts of rumors, as Dawn said. The pharmaceutical companies have been
deliberately vague about what is actually in it, but they do admit that, as Dawn said, that these
things are still even in their eyes, Pfizer for instance, recognizes that these vaccinations are still
in a two-year trial period. Now that in itself opens up all sorts of problems because no one under
a trial period, when a drug is in trial, then it shouldn't be experimented on the public, which is
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what is happening. And if you're going to use a drug, any drug, whether, it's a vaccination, when
it's in a trial period, legally you are supposed to inform each person that you're about to
administer it to, that they are taking part in a drug trial. And therefore, you should be able to
obtain informed consent from that person before you inject them with it.
So you need to have told them all of the possible effects that that drug, vaccine, might have on.
And one of the effects, and this is on Pfizer's website, could be death. They actually put it on
there. Well, to most people, if they were told that, but before they had the vaccine, "This actually
might kill you." I think most people would say, "Well, I don't think I'll bother with it, thank you
very much. That's all I need to know, it might kill me, so no thank you." But no one has been told
this. So the whole thing is totally illegal. And it's particularly against the Nuremberg code, which
people may be aware that after the end of the second world war, because of the trials of the Nazis
in Nuremberg, a code was set up which all of the world governments are signatories to.
And if anyone reads that code, it shows and tells and protects people that they must always be
given full information before any medical procedures are performed on them. And this includes
vaccinations. They can only be done with full informed consent. And no one can be coerced into
taking any medication or treatment. Now, all of these things, which every government has signed
up to in the world, has been completely ignored. The governments are acting totally illegally.
The pharmaceutical companies are acting totally illegally. The medical establishment is working
and operating totally illegally. And this is astounding. They're actually operating under criminal
rules, and breaking the laws that the governments have all signed up to.
And this is absolutely astounding, but this information is being withheld from the public,
including as Dawn had said, there are many thousands of deaths around the world from the
vaccinations, not from some other cause, from the vaccinations. And this information is being
held back from the general public. You can dig for it and find it, but it should be made available.
But whenever, I know certainly in the UK, it may be the same in the States, whenever we see a
doctor come on the television and they come on every day, they'll say, "Oh yes, the vaccinations
are all perfectly safe, and we recommend everyone should get it." Well, that's a complete lie.
There's no two ways about it. They are not perfectly safe. And we would recommend people do
not take them. Like you, we certainly won't have one, ever, under any circumstances.
And people need to be aware of this, but they need to be aware of their rights as human beings
and call the governments to account because they are operating illegally, and companies are
operating illegally if they're trying to force people into taking vaccinations or lose their job,
totally illegal. But that's a big subject in itself.
Dr. Will Tuttle:
All right. Gosh, we are just scratching the surface in many ways of discussion and yet it's been
very illuminating, and I want to thank you both for your wonderful research. And I highly
recommend everyone who's listening in or watching, to dig deeper and get a copy of this book,
What Really Makes You Ill.
The two things you're emphasizing, basically in a nutshell, are that the whole foundation of
disease is actually... Has been corrupted. And we're believing things that aren't really true, that
these viruses and bacteria are killing us or harming us. And then number two, that we are
unfortunately, gullibly being forced into tyranny ourselves because of this misunderstanding. So
in closing, we just have a couple minutes, could you just maybe tell people ways they can find
out more about you and your work?
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David Parker:
Sure. Well, yes, thank you. The easiest way is to go to our website, which is,
www.whatreallymakesyouill.com, so nice and easy. We put lots of videos like this one, maybe
up there, I don't know, but it depends if you give us permission to do that. But certainly, we've
done many interviews around the world over this last 18 months. So people can hear what we've
said, what we've found out. We've put documents up there that people can read. This is all free
information. And of course, they can hopefully be interested enough to buy the book. And it's
packed with information, far more details than we can obviously possibly do in, even in four or
five hours.
In fact, if you read the book, I know because we've read it several times, you need to give
yourself a couple of weeks, at least to read it. There's a lot of information in there, but well
worthwhile and allows people to take back control of their health. And that's really what it's all
about. So yes.
Dr. Will Tuttle:
Well, thank you both. The time has just flown by so fast and we really appreciate you joining us
here for our Worldwide Vegan Summit for Truth and Freedom. You are really the pioneers in
bringing this and we really appreciate it. Thank you very much.
Dawn Lester:
Thank you very much.
David Parker:
Thank you.
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